Class Notes 4/23/13
“Of Mice and Men, Not the Novel
But first, some history and geography related to the Boston Marathon bombings:

Now, about those rodents:
Laboratory Rat Ethics
1. Benefits outweigh the costs? What if it was a dog? Why is it ok to test on rats and not
dogs
2. Causing undue pain? Cosmetics
Hypocrisy: killing rats in house, this could be necessary for health
Rats and Science: help us make advances
Ethics of causing pain? (Come back to this...)
Besides rats, zebra fish one of the most used animals in research.
Zebra fish: http://zfin.org/
Open Access Journal: http://www.liebertpub.com/zeb
Deindividualization: are rats the only one?

1. Live stock industry as well
Bad because we don’t see the harm that we are causing
Eating too much meat, messing up the world
Bad on so many levels, is this in our nature?
Eating meat increased after World War II
Requires so many resources for the upkeep of animals, involves antibiotics and
hormones
We need more vegetarian options: Farm and Fields in Owens
Vegetarianism: its a way of life, no meat whatsoever (EVEN MARSHMALLOWS!),
exceptions
Being a Vegetarian just for the title, hip thing to do
the environmental thing to do?
Water is used in production processes beyond just the water you see.

Social movement in Brazil
Brazilians are exportig beans, for profit
Eliminating biodiversity
Movimrnto dos trabaladores rurais sem terra

Even Brazil, Wants less meat.
http://youtu.be/nDTmjR_GG1w
Endowment funds of Colleges: 600 million dollars going to fossil fuel companies
● Freeze all the funds going to fossil fuel companies
● This was used to end Apartheid
● Social justice and environmental problem
People invest to get money, should invest for future and ethics
● Colleges should have vision for the future, leading the charge and set an example
● We won’t be driving cars in 100 years
● Mentality of letting go
https://www.facebook.com/pages/DivestVirginiaTech/545731468802865?fref=ts
Bill McKibben skyping in on Friday....
http://campaigns.gofossilfree.org/ < LOOK AT ALL THE CAMPUSES WHO WANT
DIVESTMENT
Within our drug policy is an implicit assumption that drug use constitutes criminal intent.
● War on Drugs has negative impacts on countries all over the world
○ Plan Colombia, destruction of the Amazon Jungle
● If drugs were legal the cartel would be done, Cartels exist because of the enormous
market that our country provides.
Our relationship with rats in unique in that they exploit us
● Domestic rats are completely under control however, lab rats
● Rats followed us all over

●
●

Rats are social due to their domestication
Tame vs. Domesticated

3 requirements for domestication
Source of our attitude towards rats
● ate our grain
● passed disease
● Order of domestication: rats vs. mice? Rats were pets before lab?? Yes.
Original use of rats as pets:
http://www.afrma.org/rminfo4a.htm
predates use of rats in labs
White bread bleached because of rats?
Rats are everywhere: 8.3 million in New York
Rats as humanity’s twin
● Despite humanity’s development, rats are still with us
● both humans and rats are adaptable, we are everywhere
● Rats can accomplish this in part because of humans
Are rats sociel interactions similiar to ours
Adaptions (individual vs. species)
● we adapt to an environment but maintain our makeup doesn’t change, we already had it
● rats, similiar to us, have this inheritantly
● are our networks similiar to there’s, or do they just accept and adapt to these changes
Who is the real domesticate, rats or humans
Does knowing more about the organism make you feel better or worse for using it
● chimpanzees are just models for us, but they are so like us so we should stop using in
lab
What is the point of doing psychological experiments on rats
● Not necessary to perform on rats because they aren’t us
● Experiments on rats for cancer is more acceptable
● Mice vs. Dog as experimental models
Obesedity research and diabetes research
● we don’t need to know more, we know what we have to stop this (healthier lifestyle)
So much money behind the way we do things now, but if we sacrificed some money for better
practices
Computer programs replacing animal models?
● could lead to problems
People dying because of us forcing things on models that may not produce the best resuts

●
●

do we have to test on animals?
as computer programming gets more advanced, less and less animals will be used

Projects completely done before May 5
Instead of presentations, food theme party and final blog post about all of the projects!
Food: for, inspired by, or derived from your animal
Email with deets to follow...

